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Solutions Guide

Cloud video conferencing enables enterprises to be more productive
and reduce their IT burden by removing barriers to effective communication,
saving both time and money.
StarLeaf owns and operates a self-architected global platform that
delivers a secure and reliable service to businesses everywhere. This
robust network, combined with easy-to-use, intuitive meeting room
systems, feature-rich yet simple meetings, and secure messaging, brings
future-proof communications to the enterprise.



Introduction

Reliability is the
gateway to effective
collaboration
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About StarLeaf

StarLeaf Solutions

StarLeaf enables seamless collaboration through
intelligently-engineered reliable meeting room
systems, superior video conferencing, and
secure messaging.
Our complete cloud communication portfolio delivers
an intuitive and consistent user experience that makes
global collaboration with anyone anywhere simple and
seamless, allowing teams to be more productive.

The StarLeaf Global Platform

Room Systems

Meetings

Messaging

Huddle Rooms

Video Conferencing

Persistent Chat

Reassuringly reliable

Conference Rooms

Web Conferencing

Group Messaging

StarLeaf operates its own global platform to provide a
consistent service to businesses from anywhere across
the world and from any device.

Integrated Rooms

Audio Conferencing

File Sharing

Our robust platform, comprising 15 global Points
of Presence, combined with our in-house engineering
capabilities and unique technology, delivers
unparalleled connectivity guaranteed by the
StarLeaf 99.999% Service Level Agreement.

Secure Messaging

Room
Accessories

Management & Control
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StarLeaf 99.999% uptime SLA

StarLeaf collaboration products and services share
a consistent, intuitive interface, which simplifies the
user experience. Anybody can use StarLeaf, on any
device, and be assured that it will work every time.

and security record is unique

Superior security
With all video transmission and data traffic
encrypted, StarLeaf delivers a service that
surpasses industry standards.



Simply straightforward

• Data jurisdiction - customers choose and control
where their data is processed and stored
• ISO/IEC 27001 certification - rigorous internal systems
that back up our commitment to security
• Platform ownership - StarLeaf owns and operates a
global platform and is in total control of the service

Future-proof flexibility
Whether you have one system or 1000, one office
or 50, StarLeaf solutions keep you in control.
With options for every size of space, and the ability to
communicate instantly with anyone within or beyond
your organization, StarLeaf collaboration solutions can
scale with business growth.
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The StarLeaf
Global Platform

The StarLeaf global platform
comprises 15 global points
of presence that encrypts
and secures customers’
data traffic.
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Huddle
Room
Solution

With systems for rooms of all sizes and a reliable,
consistent user experience, StarLeaf makes instant
collaboration from any room simple and seamless.
Always ready, and always up-to-date, StarLeaf
room systems are the center of all collaboration
in the meeting room. Providing reliable video
conferencing, easy telephone calling, and instant
screen sharing.
Centralized management and monitoring put you
in optimal control, while rigorous security standards
mean you can rest assured your data is safe.

StarLeaf room systems are the hub
of all communications in the room
• Presentation sharing
• Telephone calling

x 20

Up to 20 people

x4

Up to 4 people



Room Systems

Conference
Room
Solution

Integrated
Room
Solution

x 20+

Over 20 people

• Voice conferencing
• Video conferencing
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GT Mini 3330 option 1

Huddle Room
Solution
Get the most out of your small spaces with
a purpose-built StarLeaf huddle room system.
Easy to set up in your existing small rooms with
no specialist installation required, StarLeaf huddle
systems are a simple solution to make any space
a collaboration hub.

Cost-effective
• Easy to install and provision
• No professional audio/video integration required

Maximize the use of smaller spaces
• Connect your laptop with Pronto to easily join the
StarLeaf meetings from the room system
• High-definition wide angle camera
• Compact form factor
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Dedicated StarLeaf
product offering

• Touch 2036 controller
• GT Mini 3330 codec
• Pronto 4100 for instant sharing
• Logitech C920 camera
• Microphone 0155
• Single display support

Solutions Guide



x 20

Conference
Rooms
StarLeaf transforms your meeting rooms into superior
video conferencing suites equipped for the future.
The GT Mini 3330 range for medium to large rooms allows businesses to match
their deployment to their room size and requirements, with each option delivering
high-quality video and audio and the ability to share screens in an instant.

Dedicated StarLeaf
product offering

Tailored to you
• Match your budget and room requirements

GT Mini 3330 range

• A complete solution with a choice of screen support and accessory options

• Touch 2036 controller

• Total flexibility

• GT Mini 3330 codec
• Pronto 4100 for instant sharing
• Choice of camera - Fixed or PTZ
• Choice of microphone
• Options for dual display support

Simplified meeting room experience
• Always on and always ready with one button to join scheduled meetings
• Excellent quality video and audio
• Connect your laptop with Pronto to easily join the StarLeaf meetings from
the room system
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x 20+

Group Telepresence 3351

Boardrooms
and auditoriums
The Group Telepresence 3351 is the ideal video endpoint
for boardrooms, theaters, and auditoriums.
Designed for professional AV integration, it supports multiple
screens, microphones, and cameras so that all your attendees
experience every detail.

Custom integration
• Integrates with professional audio systems, cameras,
and room control systems

Specifically designed for larger spaces
• Additional audio integrations and multiple microphones
for excellent sound quality
• Makes presenting, training, and collaborating in larger
meeting room spaces viable
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Dedicated StarLeaf
product offering

• Touch 2036 controller
• Group Telepresence 3351 codec
• Pronto 4100 for instant sharing
• Support for up to 3 cameras
• Support for up to 2 XLR
microphones
• Dual display support

Solutions Guide

Pronto 4100
Microphone 0155
Conference Phone 2220

All accessories are available for any StarLeaf
room system to bring enhanced audio quality,
instant sharing or clean, elegantly mounted
displays. StarLeaf provides everything needed
for an enterprise-grade, fully-integrated video
conferencing experience.



Touch 2036

Room System
Accessories

VHD V61 Camera
Logitech C920 Camera

StarLeaf transforms
your meeting rooms
into superior video
conferencing suites

GT Mini Wall Mount 0230
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Touch 2036
• The StarLeaf Touch 2036 delivers a consistent and intuitive meeting experience across rooms
of all sizes.
• A stylish, low-profile touchscreen controller designed to complement and enhance your StarLeaf
meeting room, the Touch 2036 requires no training to use and helps meetings run smoothly.
• The large backlit touchscreen is intuitive and provides a rich experience including one touch to join
meetings, speed dials, and in-call controls.

Pronto 4100
• StarLeaf Pronto transforms the enterprise meeting room experience allowing users to meet and share
in an instant.
• Simply connect Pronto to your laptop computer and your screen is instantly shared with the room.
• When you connect your laptop with Pronto, StarLeaf meetings on your laptop are also synchronized
with the meeting room system allowing you to join with one touch.

Microphone 0155
• The StarLeaf Microphone complements the StarLeaf GT Mini perfectly in all meeting rooms.
• Delivering high-quality audio, the StarLeaf Microphone enriches the meeting experience.
• A convenient mute button, synchronized to the StarLeaf Touch, provides privacy when needed.
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• The StarLeaf Conference Phone is a powerful and highly sensitive speakerphone and microphone
designed for use with StarLeaf meeting room systems and controlled by the StarLeaf Touch.
• With high-definition natural sound quality that automatically picks out the person speaking and
eliminates background noise, the StarLeaf Conference Phone sends and receives flawless audio.

VHD V61 Camera
• The VHD V61 camera delivers exceptional clarity with high-definition video output. The camera offers
full pan, tilt, and zoom capabilities and integrates seamlessly with StarLeaf room systems to provide
presets and camera controls directly on the touchscreen controller.



Conference Phone 2220

Logitech C920 Camera
• The Logitech C920 is perfect for huddle rooms and delivers excellent sharp images in a small form
factor. Integration with the StarLeaf touchscreen controller offers presets and digital pan, tilt, and zoom
capabilities to focus on any part of the room.

GT Mini Wall Mount 0230
• The GT Mini Wall Mount is a cost-effective solution for quickly and easily installing professional
video conferencing equipment in meeting rooms of all sizes.
• With no need for specialist AV or IT assistance, save money and time with this tidy and
tamper-proof solution.
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Meetings

The StarLeaf meeting experience
is feature-rich
• Meet with anyone on any professional video system

StarLeaf meetings bring everyone together securely, no matter
what they use and where they are located. Whether ad hoc or
scheduled, the StarLeaf range of meeting services enable secure
and reliable collaboration with exceptional quality audio, video,
and screen sharing.
Optional recording with StarLeaf Encore enables organizations to
capture, download, and share all the audio, video and screen sharing
from StarLeaf meetings.

• Join from anywhere and on any device
• Telephone dial-in in more than 50 countries
• Meet with up to 100 participants in a single
meeting
• Support for scheduled meetings or permanent
virtual meeting rooms
• Participant management with add, remove,
and mute
• Invite anyone with an email address, whether they
are in your organization or an external participant
• Instant screen sharing
• Chat alongside meetings
• Native schedulers for Outlook, Office 365, and
Google calendar enable users to schedule
meetings with no disruption to existing workflows
• StarLeaf Encore recording captures all audio, video,
and screen sharing
• Spotlight meetings enable total control of your
important meetings
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StarLeaf video conferencing allows for
truly open collaboration with anyone
anywhere. Interoperable with all major
business video conferencing services,
including Skype for Business and
systems, including Polycom/Poly, Cisco,
and Lifesize; StarLeaf allows everyone
to connect in an instant.
With integrations for Slack and Microsoft
Teams and fully-integrated schedulers
for Outlook and Google calendars,
StarLeaf simplifies video meetings and
slips seamlessly into existing workflows,
meaning teams can remain productive
and can rest assured that they can rely
on StarLeaf meetings.



Video Conferencing

Simple instructions sent to every
participant make StarLeaf scheduled
meetings easy to join with no complex
dialing codes. StarLeaf room system
users can join meetings at the push
of a button and even participants who
don’t use StarLeaf can join easily with one
touch join support for Polycom systems.
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Web Conferencing
StarLeaf meetings allow users to collaborate with anyone,
whether internal colleagues or external participants.
Users simply schedule meetings and invite anyone by
email address. A range of native schedulers for Google
and Outlook allow for meetings to be scheduled directly
from a user’s chosen calendar, so there is no interruption
to workflow.
Meeting participants can join from any device including
telephones, laptops, mobiles, or room systems, irrespective
of the manufacturer. This unique interoperability is just one
of the features that sets StarLeaf web conferences apart.
The StarLeaf browser client allows any meeting invitees
who do not already have video conferencing to join easily
with no software to download.
The meeting experience itself is unrivaled in terms of
quality and features, both at the desktop and in the
meeting room.
Meeting organizers can take full control with in-meeting
features, such as adding and removing participants while
all StarLeaf users can easily share screens for all participants
to view.
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StarLeaf meetings provide a
rich call experience including:
• Excellent quality voice and video
• Instant screen sharing
• Chat alongside meeting
• Full meeting controls

Solutions Guide

StarLeaf meetings can be used in exactly the
same way as traditional audio conferencing.
Users can choose how to join a StarLeaf
meeting; they can choose voice only, voice
plus content, or the full video experience.
All StarLeaf meetings can be joined from
anywhere with telephone dial-in available
from more than 50 countries, particularly
useful when participants might not have
suitable bandwidth or need to join while
on the move.



Audio Conferencing

StarLeaf reduces the costs of audio
conferencing by providing telephone
dial-in with no per-minute charges. StarLeaf
can eliminate call charges by providing mobile
apps that allow joining conferences over
the internet.
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Messaging
StarLeaf delivers
secure and reliable
team messaging
and collaboration

Consistent and intuitive user experience across
Windows, macOS, iOS, and Android
Unlimited one-to-one and group messaging
Available on all your devices with persistent chat
and call history
Enhanced presence to see who is available, offline,
in a call, or set as do not disturb
Send and receive files of all types including videos,
images, and documents
Jump straight from a chat into a voice or video call
or meeting
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Built for business, StarLeaf is a
comprehensive collaboration tool
that is both feature-rich and easy
to use while giving an enterprise
complete control and peace of
mind with access management,
data jurisdiction, encryption of
messages and shared files in
transit, and storage.
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Provisioning
Management is made simple with
a single central online hub; the
StarLeaf Portal. Securely accessible
from any location, the Portal enables
admins to easily provision their entire
StarLeaf deployment including users,
rooms, and meetings.
StarLeaf offers single sign on for
authentication, allows for mass
deployment of StarLeaf app and
schedulers, and integrates with
existing business IT infrastructure
such as Microsoft Active Directory
to automate user provisioning.

Monitoring
StarLeaf carries out over 14 million
automated health checks of our
systems and services every day,
just one of the ways in which we
meet our 99.999% SLA.

Metrics



Management

StarLeaf meets enterprise requirements for simplicity, control,
and security with our suite of tools for provisioning, monitoring,
and metrics.

StarLeaf provides a wealth of data
to help you analyze user activity
and monitor usage to ensure you
are getting the most out of your
StarLeaf deployment.

Monitoring and alerting is also
available to customer administrators
to allow for proactive management
of your video estate.

Improve productivity and
efficiency with detailed
usage reports.
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Summary
Enterprises around the world
have chosen StarLeaf to futureproof their communications and
empower their employees to
collaborate efficiently and securely.

Embrace change.
Connect intuitively.
Meet in an instant.
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For more information, please contact StarLeaf to help
your enterprise scale its collaboration aspirations.

Request
a demo

hello@starleaf.com



The proof is in the experience

starleaf.com
Request
pricing
EMEA | London, UK | +44 (0) 330 440 1847
North America | San Jose, USA | +1 (408) 689 0448
CALA | São Paolo, Brazil | +55 (11) 3051-7578
ANZ | Sydney, Australia | +61 (0) 28188 4700

Contact
us
Engineered to make meeting simple

SL_Solutions_April_EN © 2019

APAC | Hong Kong | +852 2178 2030
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